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Hornet.email: The cloud-based corporate communications platform with the market’s most efficient filter for protection against 
spam and malware directly integrated. The email and collaboration environment, consisting of mailbox, calendar and address book, 
offers users maximum protection against spam, phishing and other cyber threats based on multiple layers of security and AI-based 
analysis. The market’s highest guaranteed spam and virus detection rates protect users not only from annoying email flooding, but 

also from infection by ransomware or spyware.

HORNET.EMAIL 
Do not compromise: Combine Microsoft 365 with cost-effective mailboxes within your 

existing domain or use Hornet.email as a stand alone solution.

BENEFITS OF HORNET.EMAIL:

Central control•	ZCan be combined with M365•	ZEasy, fast onboarding•	Z

Synchronization on all devices•	Z Hosting in certified data centers•	Z
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RELIABLE FEATURES AND EFFICIENT ANALYSIS MECHANISMS 
FOR SECURE CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS:

Deny and allow lists: Authorized users can maintain their own allow- and deny lists. They can be configured in several 
ways, e.g. using the Hornetsecurity control panel or quarantine report.

Automated encryption via TLS: Emails are sent via a TLS encrypted channel, provided that the counterparty supports 

TLS transmission.

Automatic storage of emails: Once a day, all email in the mailbox is backed up. This backup is kept for 14 days.

Guaranteed availability: The average annual availability of email using SMTP and Hornet.email interfaces and the web 
interface is 99.99%.

Compliance filter: Create specific rules for automated application to inbound and outbound email.

Content filter for file attachments: Unwanted attachments can be rejected or moved to quarantine. Adjustable content 
filter, protection against malware and enforcement of company policies, size limitation of emails adjustable protection 
against impairment of the mail server and mail traffic due to excessive data volume.

HORNET.EMAIL: FLEXIBLE, SIMPLE AND SAFE WITHOUT COMPROMISE

The booking options and combination possibilities for new as well as existing customers make Hornet.email a flexible 
all-around and offer users a collaboration platform tailored to their needs with a variety of security features.

Hornet.email can be booked in two different packages: The Starter Package includes the cloud-based Hornet.email 
platform and Hornet.email’s Spam and Malware Protection. With the Hornet.email Enterprise Package, you also benefit 
from the services Advanced Threat Protection, Email Encryption and Archiving. 

The Hornet.email Add-On offers existing customers the possibility to add as many mailboxes as they wish. Each mail-
box is hosted on Hornetsecuritys servers and receives exactly the same protection as the existing mailboxes. Hornet.
email can be combined with Microsoft 365 within your existing domain or is available as a stand alone solution.

Synchronization across all devices: Hornet.email can be accessed via a web interface, native clients or Outlook clients 
from all common modern PCs (Windows, Mac, Linux) and mobile devices (iOS, Android). Users can access not only all their 
emails, but also their calendar and tasks - simply, securely and without compromise.  

Collaborative compatibility: Hornet.email supports various calendar and task formats such as WebDAV, CalDAV, Card-
DAVWebDav, Webcal and ical.


